PASI water level indicator

Type BFK:

- Water level indicator with PVC rounded cable, four-conductors, with Kevlar core and external protection sheath (diam. 4.7 mm).
- Graduation at 1 centimetre intervals (directly printed on the cable itself and protected by external anti-scratching transparent polyurethane)
- Probe diameter: 10 mm
- Water level indication by both acoustic signal and LED

Available lengths:
- 30 meter
- 50 meter
- 100 meter
- 150 meter
- 200 meter
- 300 meter
- 400 meter
- 500 meter

Other models on request available:

- BFP - flat cable
- BFKT - Temperature sensor

Additional:

- Borehole depth indicator
  - available for all BFK models and prefixed at factory